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ABSTRACT
In this thesis I try to answer why firms go public and which variables have an influence onthe probability of an initial public offering. It contains a summary of commonly usedmotives that explain why firms should or should not go public. To answer why firms gopublic we take a look at theoretical and empirical literature. We find different motives thatexplain why firms go public, being able to deleverage and having the opportunity to raisecapital to finance growth are the two most important motives that explain our researchquestion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Firms have the possibility to fund their investments in several ways. They can use inexample retained earnings, loan money from banks, use venture capital or they can decideto go public. Each of these possibilities has its own advantages and disadvantages.Performing an initial public offering (IPO) requires a lot of preparation from a firm and onceit decides to go public it usually takes 3 to 12 months until it’s really public so in general it’sa very time consuming process.
Going public will have major consequences for a firm, examples of these consequences arethat the ownership structure and financial structure will change drastically. A firm is able tocollect capital by using the security market once it’s listed. They are not only able to do thiswhen it goes public but also afterwards by issuing new stocks. But obviously there are notonly advantages of going public but also disadvantages.
Although going public is a very important event in the financial world it received littleattention in the literature, especially empirical literature is very limited. The interest in thisphenomenon seems to be increasing and we can probably expect more research in the nearfuture.
In this thesis we will focus on why firms decide to go public, what the characteristics are offirms that go public and how they differ from similar firms that did not go public. To answerour research questions we will divide our thesis into three parts. First we will describe theroad between the decision to go public and the actual offering on the stock market. Asmentioned before this is a long road where a lot of very important decisions have to bemade by the firm, these decisions will be discussed in chapter 2. The second part willconsist of the most common explanations in the existing theoretical literature of what theadvantages and disadvantages are of going public. As last we will present existing empiricalevidence about why firms should or should not go public. We will review the setups of theempirical studies and their results.
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2. PROCESS OF GOING PUBLIC

2.1 Introduction

Before we start to explain what the reasons are for a firm to go public we will first take alook at how the process of going public looks like. There are several decisions which theissuer has to make during the process of going public. These decisions are very importantsince they can make the difference between a successful IPO and a failed IPO. We will lookat this process to get insight in what a firm has to do to actually get their firm listed on thestock market and we will identify various advantages and disadvantages during this processfor the firm.
2.2 Investment bank

First of all after the decision to go public has been made the issuer has to select aninvestment bank. A firm can choose one or multiple investment banks to assist them withgoing public. When a firm chooses more than one investment bank there’s always oneinvestment bank that takes the lead and will be the main underwriter, the remainingselected investment bank(s) will co-manage the process.
There are a number of factors which have an influence on the choice of investment bank.For example the reputation and expertise of the investment bank. Does the investment bankhave experience in the firm’s industry? Did the investment bank already perform as anunderwriter in this industry? And if they did, how did those initial public offerings go? Alsoimportant is if the issuer wants that their stocks are mainly held by private or institutionaltraders. This is also an important factor in the decision given that each investment bank hasits own capability.
The investment bank that will be the main underwriter will make a preliminary valuationwhere it will calculate how much they think the firm is worth. Examples of methods that areused are by establishing the expected growth rate for the industry and company, andvaluating with multiples.
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2.3 Underwriting

There are two types of underwriting: firm commitment and best effort basis. The most usedtype with large issues is firm commitment. The firm commitment type of underwritingmeans that the investment bank (the underwriter) will buy all the securities of the firmwhich wants to go public at a discount. This discount is usually around 7%. The underwriterwill try to resell the securities, the difference between the price at which they sell and theprice at which they bought the securities from the issuer is the gross spread. Theunderwriter guarantees a certain amount of securities that will be sold to investors. Thismeans that the underwriter bears a lot of risk during the initial public offering.
The other type of underwriting, best effort offering, means that the underwriter won’t buythe securities. The issuing firm and underwriter will agree about the offering price, theminimum and maximum amount of shares to be sold. The underwriter is basically only anagent in this type of underwriting.
2.4 Marketing of the offering

The issuing firm has to prepare an official registration statement that has to be filed at theU.S. Security and Exchange Commission (S.E.C.)1. This registration statement consists of theprospectus which will be included to everybody who buys a security from the firm. Thesecond part of the registration statement isn’t published but only provided to the S.E.C. forinspection.
Once S.E.C. verifies the information given by issuer and accepts the statement the marketingof the offering begins. The prospectus is handed out to private and institutional investors tocreate interest in the security. Another marketing tool that is used to create interest in thesecurity is by giving presentation by the underwriter to private and institutional investors.In the next upcoming months the underwriter will keep marketing the securities to createinterest and register the placed orders, which aren’t legally binding because securities can’tbe sold until the effective day, these orders are used as an indication of interest.

1 If the IPO is carried out in USA, other nations usually have their own version of the S.E.C.
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2.5 Effective day

The day before the effective day the underwriter and the issuer meet to discuss the amountof securities that will be sold and at which price. Initial public offerings are oftenunderpriced (Ritter (1987)) which means that the price of the securities will frequently riseon the first day. The reason why the securities are in general underpriced is to make surethat the public offering is a success. If the price is too high and the investors notice thisthere will be very little interest in the securities. Underpricing at a IPO is often referred to as“leaving money on the table”, a lot of literature can be found about this topic.
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3. COSTS OF GOING PUBLIC

3.1 Introduction

There are not only advantages for a firm when it goes public but also disadvantages. Tounderstand why a firm goes public it’s also important to know what the disadvantages areof going public and compare them with the benefits. What these disadvantages are will bediscussed in this chapter. We will use theoretical literature to sum up the most acceptedtheories about why firms should not go public.
3.2 Profit sharing and loss of control

One of the most obvious disadvantage of going public is that the current owners of a firmwill have to share the profits of the firm with a lot of new people. The shareholders can takecontrol of corporate management and might even have the possibility to fire the originalowner(s). There are measures to prevent a takeover, in example by not issuing all thesecurities. However investing in a company where you are not able to fire the managementis not very attractive for shareholders and therefore less money will be paid for thesecurities.
3.3 Fixed costs

Ritter (1987) presents evidence of the two quantifiable cost components of going public.The first component are the fixed costs, these fixed costs are direct costs. Examples are thecosts of registration fees, auditing fees, printing costs and the costs which the companymade when they were investigating if a public offering would be in their best interest. Thetotal cost of the process to go public is in general between $ 250.000 and $ 1.000.000 in theUnited States.
Even after the public offering a company has expenses that are an outcome of the decisionto go public, in example stock exchange fees, legal fees and accounting fees. Since usuallythe fixed costs are independent from the size of the firm the result of these fixed costs is thathow smaller the company is how less likely it is that it goes public.
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3.4 Underpricing

The other costs mentioned by Ritter (1987) of going public are the costs of underpricing.There’s asymmetric information between the investors and the issuing company. Theinvestors have less information about the value of the firm than the management of theissuing firm. As a result of this asymmetric information the investors will adjust the pricewhich they want to pay for a security downwards. Underpricing is a consequence for theadverse selection problem and as mentioned in the previous chapter underpricing at IPOs isalso to make sure that the IPO will be a success.
Chemmanur and Fulghieri (1995) argue that younger and/or smaller companies have lessprobability of going public because of underpricing since if a company is  small and/oryoung there’s less information about the company which makes the adverse selectionproblem bigger and thus less attractive to young and/or small companies to go public.
3.5 Forced to release private information

Campbell (1979) described an important reason why specific companies could decide to notgo public. It’s because companies might lose confidentiality of their policies and operations.Going public could force a company to disclosure certain private information which makesthe company lose their competitive advantage, this information could possibly betechnologic knowledge that the competitors do not have.
The probability that high-tech companies go public should be small considering the loss ofconfidentiality factor is an important one for this kind of firms. If private information thatrequired a lot of years of research & development will be released to its competitors if itwould go public it is clearly not in their best interest to go public.
3.6 Focus on short-term earnings

New investors are often only investing for the short term and therefore they are onlyconcerned about short-term profit. After this short period they want to sell their stocks andmake profit. The effect of this is that a company might become more focused on increasingtheir short-term earnings rather than focusing on long-term growth. There’s even a
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possibility that the management will make some dubious decisions to increase short-termearnings which aren’t in the best interest of the company on the long run.
3.7 Less incentive for the management.

After an IPO the ownership structure of a firm changes drastically. In general managers willhave a smaller portion of the stocks of a firm and ownership will be more dispersed.According to Jensen and Meckling (1976) the result of this dispersion is that themanagement will have less incentive, and this will result in a lower performance of a firmcompared with the period before the IPO.
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4. BENEFITS OF GOING PUBLIC

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 3 we reviewed the disadvantages of going public and in this chapter we will dothe same but only for the advantages. The most common and accepted theories about whyfirms should go public will be discussed.
4.2 Access to capital

By going public a firm is able to gain capital without certain risks or restrictions of otheroptions to raise money. A private firm has other options to obtain capital besides goingpublic, in example borrowing money from a bank. However having too much debt isn’treally preferable for a firm, one of the negative consequences is that it will have to pay a lotof interest.
Another option to obtain money is from a venture capitalist, though venture capitalistsoften have certain demands before they put their money in a company. These demandscould in example be that the venture capitalist wants to have a vote in the decision makingof a company. By going public a firm will be able to finance their investments withouthaving the disadvantages that are connected with other ways of financing.
4.3 Reward employees

Stocks and stock options can be used as a reward for employees based on theirperformance. By combining salary and stocks as compensation for employees they aremotivated to increase the value of the company since this will increase the value of theirstocks as well. Another option is by paying its employees with stocks prior the IPO. Thesestocks are likely to increase in value after the IPO which means that these stocks can beused to keep important employees.
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4.4 Attract better personnel

Going public does not only make it possible for a firm to reward their current personnel butalso to attract better personnel. This is mainly the case when we look at the executives andofficers. Working for a listed firm does often offer more reputation than working for aprivate firm. Better personnel will be attracted by a listed firm and these personnel couldpush the firm upwards in the future.
4.5 In the spotlight

When a company goes public it receives, especially if it’s a big company, a lot of attention.The news of a company going public will in example be on internet websites, in news papersand on TV. By being in the spotlight a company can promote itself, its products and attractnew customers. Customers will be drawn to the products or services after they were madeaware of their existence.
4.6 Lower debt-to-equity ratio

As already explained before having too much debt has negative consequences for a firm.These consequences also influence how much banks demand as interest rate on their loan,how higher the risk how more interest a firm has to pay. If the risk is extraordinary high abank might not accept to loan money to a firm at all.
Because a firm adds equity and no debt the debt-to-equity ratio is lower after going public.A positive effect of this lower debt-to-equity ratio is that if the firm wants to raise extramoney it has better borrowing conditions than before the IPO.
4.7 Managers cash in

An often used reason by the managers to go public is that they are able to cash-in. Themanagers want to change their work which they put in a firm into money.Managers have several options to cash in. They can in example sell their firm to anotherindependent owner(s) or to an existing firm where it will become a part of that firm. Goingpublic is also an option for the managers.
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5. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

5.1 Introduction

A lot of theoretical literature can be found about going public though not much literaturecan be found concerning empirical evidence. This is most likely caused by the lack of theneeded data, private firms are in most cases not obliged to report their financial results. Themost obvious way to study why firms go public is to compare firms that decide to go publicwith firms which don’t go public and find out what is different for the firms that go public.However the needed information about a private firm is in most cases not public and thismakes it impossible to study the difference between firms that remain private and firmsthat go public.
In this chapter we will take a look at different articles that tested several of the theoriesmentioned in chapter 3 and 4 about why firms should or should not decide to go public andgive an overview of the results of these articles. We will also review variables that have aninfluence on the probability of going public.
5.2.1 Ownership and operating performance of companies that go public

Mikkelson, Megan Partch and Shah (1997) performed a study regarding the hypothesis thatafter an IPO the management has less incentive. The reason for this drop in incentive iscaused by ownership being more dispersed, the managers will have less stock ownershipafter an IPO. There are several articles that document this hypothesis. We will take a look atthis because if this would be true and it can be proven that there’s a significant relationshipit could be an important aspect in the decision to (not) go public. The authors use 283 firmsthat went public in the United Stated between 1980 – 1983. They look 1 year before the IPOand 10 years after the IPO and measure the ownership characteristics and operatingperformance.
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5.2.2 Ownership characteristics and operating performance

As expected we clearly see in table 1 the disappearing link between managerial control andstockownership. CEO/President ownership drops from 24,8% to 5,5% and Officers anddirectors only have 17,9% of the stocks instead of the 67,9% which they had before the IPO.

Table 1 – source: Wayne H. Mikkelson, M. Megan Partch, Kshitij Shah. (1997) Ownership and operating performance ofcompanies that go public. Financial Economics 44 pp. 281-307
An adjusted operating income before deducting depreciation, interest, taxes, andextraordinary items, divided by end-of-year assets is primarily used by the authors tomeasure the operating performance. They match the operating performance with themedian of comparable companies to check for variation in operating performance. Formatching operating performances multiple methods are used.
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5.2.3 Results

The authors use a multivariate regression to verify if there’s a significant relationshipbetween operating performance and ownership characteristics. Table 2 and 3 show theresults of the tests. Mikkelson et al. find no support for the hypothesis that there’s arelationship between operating performance and ownership characteristics. We see in theresult that all the measures of ownership have a very high p-value
Mikkelson, Megan Partch and Shah (1997) write in their conclusion:
“We investigate whether the operating performance of firms that go public is explained by

changes in stock ownership by managers. Median operating income falls from 21 cents per

dollar of assets in the year before going public to four cents per dollar of assets during the first

five years of public trading. However, neither the level of performance after going public nor

the change in performance from before to after going public is related systematically to

various measures of ownership by officers and directors and other blockholders, such as

venture capitalists or parent corporations. We conclude that the changes in equity ownership

that result from going public do not lead to changes in incentives that affect operating

performance.”

Rather finding a significant relationship between operating performance and ownershipcharacteristics they find that the variation in operating performance can be mainlyexplained by the size and age of a firm:
“The performance of industry-matched firms after going public, while larger and more

established companies' median performance is not different from the performance of industry-

matched firms. However, large and established companies experience significant declines in

performance from before to after going public. The declines in performance appear to be

associated primarily with offerings that include a large proportion of shares sold by current

holders. We suspect that these declines in performance reflect the decision to go public

following favorable performance rather than the consequences of changes in ownership.”
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5.3 Motives provided in prospectuses

Rydqvist and Högholm (1995) explore why firms go public by looking at the reasons whichthe firms give in their prospectuses. In most cases a firm gives 2 or 3 reasons why they gopublic. The used data in their study is from 1970 till 1991 and contains initial publicofferings from in Sweden. The outcome of the 127 prospectuses that were used in thisresearch can be found in table 4.

Table 4 – motives stated in 127 prospectuses – source: Rydqvist and Högholm. (1995) Going public in the1980s: Evidence from Sweden. European Financial Management, Vol 1, No 3 pp. 287 - 315
According Rydqvist and Högholm the motives provided by the firms can be divided into twocategories: financial and productivity related. When we look at the results we can see thatfinancial motives (97%) are almost always stated in the prospectus of a firm that goespublic. Especially being able to grow seems to have a big influence in the decision to gopublic: 64% say they go public so they can grow immediate and 48% state that they do thisbecause growing as a firm in the future will be easier after going public. With the new equityit will be in example possible to do a takeover.
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Rydqvist and Högholm also find evidence that firms go public to lower their debt-to-equityratio however reducing leverage is with improving credit rating the least important motivesto go public when look at firm financing motives. Portfolio rebalancing motives are alsomentioned but not as often as firm financing motives.
Productivity related motives are with 73% less often mentioned compared to financialmotives. If firms go public for productivity motives they do this most of the time to get theirproducts in the spotlight (67%) and boost sales. We also find evidence that firms go publicbecause afterwards it’s possible to make employees stockholders (36%) which giveemployees an incentive to increase the value of the firm.
If the current personnel aren’t qualified enough and better qualified personnel are requireda firm can go public to make the firm more attractive for personnel to work there. 24%mentioned this argument in their prospectuses. Making it possible for stakeholders tobecome shareholders (7%), increase employee status (15%), increase bargaining power(8%) and wanting a daily evaluation of the stock market (5%) are other motives which aregiven by the issuer.
5.4.1 Pagano, Panetta and Zingales (1998)

Pagano, Panetta and Zingales (1998) performed one of the most if not the most extensiveempirical research about why firms go public. Because this is probably the largest empiricalwork about why firms go public we will take an extensive look at it. In their empiricalanalyses they used a database of Italian private firms. They try to answer their researchquestion, “Why do companies go public” by analyzing the characteristics of firms that wentpublic ex ante and ex post.
5.4.2 Data

They need data, in example balance sheets, income statements and interest rates on loans ofprivately held firms, for their analyses which is in general not available. However theymanaged to get this data from different sources that are normally not giving thisinformation away, in example the Bank of Italy provided data to them.
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The 30.000 nonfinancial Italian private firms are reduced by removing firms that have avery low / no probability to go public in the period which they researched (1982 – 1992).They do this by removing the firms which do not qualify for going public because they donot meet the requirements of the Italian version of S.E.C. One of those requirements is that afirm needs to have positive year earnings in the 3 years before it goes public.
The given reason for only using nonfinancial firms by Pagano et al. is that financial firmshave completely different accounting information and nature of operations. After removingthe nonfinancial firms they keep 69 nonfinancial firms (40 independent and 29 carve-outs)which went public and meet the requirements between 1982 and 1992.
5.4.3 Independent companies and carve-outs

After adjusting their database Pagano et al. also separate independent companies andcarve-outs (and spin-offs). They argue that subsidiaries might already have some of theadvantages and disadvantages of going public if their parent company is already publiclytraded and therefore have different motivations why they should or should not go public.Examples of these advantages and disadvantages which are given by Pagano et al. are that asubsidiary can already indirectly finance investments via the equity market and they arealready forced to release auditing.
5.4.4 Panel A: Costs of going public

Pagano et al base predictions using several theories about costs (Panel A) and benefits(Panel B) of going public. The predictions are divided in 2 parts: the probability of an IPOand the consequence after IPOs. We will now take a closer look at these costs and benefitswhich are mentioned and describe how they will influence the probability and what theconsequences are after an IPO according the authors.
Adverse selection.Adverse selection is basically caused by investors having less information about how mucha firm is worth than the issuers. As explained before the size and age of a firm should havean influence because how bigger and older a firm is the more information, in general, isavailable about the firm. However the data used by Pagano et al. does not contain any age
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information of how old the firms are and they only use the size of a firm to test for adverseselection.
Administrative expenses and fees.A lot of the fixed expenses that are a result of the decision to go public are not influenced bythe size of the company. The probability of an IPO should be higher for a big firm comparedto a small firm.
Loss of confidentially.If loss of confidentially is indeed an important reason to not go public could be measured bylooking at the research & development expenses. Firms with a relative high amount ofongoing research & development can decide to not go public since they could be forced torelease secret information. However the data does not contain any research & developmentexpenses. The authors mention that loss of confidentially can also be tested by looking atthe effect of listing on corporate taxes. If a firm goes public it will be forced to releaseinformation about their tax expenses. This information is often very detailed andcompetitors will be able to subtract knowledge about a firm (e.g. how much is paid on R&D)that wouldn’t have been possible to acquire if the firm would have stayed private.
5.4.5 Panel B: Benefits of going public

Overcoming borrowing constrains.According Pagano et al. firms with a large amount of current and/or future investments,high growth and high leverage should be more appealed by the opportunity to go public. Tocheck for growth they use the increase in sales rate. Going public to finance currentinvestments is tested by looking at capital expenditure over plant, property and equipment(CAPEX). Future investments are measured using the median of the market-to-book ratiovalue of equity of public companies in the same industry (MTB).
Greater bargaining power with banks.Firms that have to pay a relative high interest rate on their loans have the option to gopublic as an alternative way for financing their investments. Banks will have morecompetition for lending their money to a listed firm and a result of this is that on averagethe cost of credit will drop. Pagano et al. predict that firms that pay a lot on interest willhave a higher probability of going public and that after an IPO the interest rate will drop.
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LiquidityWhen a firm goes public there will be a lot more liquidity for the stocks of a firm. If someonewants to sell a stock of a private firm he can only do this by informal searching and the costsare relatively high compared to when the stock is on an exchange market. Since thisliquidity factor is correlated with size they argue that size should have a positive effect onthe probability of going public.
Windows of opportunityIf the managers of a firm notice that similar listed firms in their industry are overvaluedthey could decide to go public since they know that there’s a high probability that they willreceive too much money for their stocks. This theory suggests that firms in overvaluedindustries have a higher probability of going public. To check this theory the authors use themedian market-to-book ratio of listed firms in the same industry (MTB). However aproblem emerges since a high MTB could also suggest that a firm has a high expected futuregrowth and goes public to be able to finance this growth. The authors will use ex-postresults to separate the two theories, if firms go public to finance future investments weshould see investments rise after the IPO.
Pagano et al. also mention some other benefits however they do not have the needed data totest those theories. When we look at the theories we see that a lot of them argue that theprobability of going public is correlated with the size of a firm. So we definitely expect asignificant relationship between size and the probability of going public.
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Table 5 – source: Pagano, Panetta and Zingales , (1998) Why do companies go public - an empirical analysis. The Journal ofFinance Vol LIII, NO 1
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5.4.6 Ex-ante determinants

With the selected variables Pagano et al. run probit model to find which variables areimportant in the decision to go public. They use the variables that were mentioned in thepredictions based on benefits, costs and ROA.
ROA was added by the authors because they argue that the profitability may affect theprobability of an IPO. In example the profit requirement in the last 3 years for Italy is anargument why profitability can have an effect on the probability. It also could be possiblethat a firm experiences a temporary profitability boost and the investors do not know thatthis is only temporarily and mistakenly think it’s permanent. The management could exploitthis miss pricing by going public. However the opposite effect can be expected if we arguethat more profitable firms need less external financing since they should create enoughcapital on their own.
The maximum likelihood estimates of the model can be found in table 5. When we look atthe whole sample we see that size (measured with sales) is a very important determinantsince it’s even (positive) significant at a 1% significance level. This confirms that a big firmhas a higher probability of going public than a small firm. The industry market-to-book ratio(future investment) is another determinant which is significant different from zero at a 1%significance level and positive as expected. These two variables seem to be the biggestdeterminants of the decision to go public.
Less convincing results can be found for the determinant growth, it’s only significant at a10% level. Investment (CAPEX) is not significant at all. Investment and growth are twovariables which measure the firm’s need of financing. We also find insignificant result whenwe take a look at the cost of credit and the availability of credit.
5.4.7 Difference between carve-outs and independent IPOs

The authors test the hypothesis if the determinants for independent IPOs and carve-outsare indeed different with a likelihood ratio test. The result of the test is that they aresignificantly different at a 1% level.
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When we look at the differences between independent firms and carve-outs we see that sizedoes not have a significant influence in the decision to go public for carve-outs while it doeshave a significant influence for independent firms. Pagano et al. mention that this couldpossibly be explained with sunk costs. A part of costs which have to be paid when acompany wants to go public are sunk costs for the subsidiary. These costs have alreadybeen made or are already being made since it’s a subsidiary of a listed firm, examples ofthese costs are the accounting costs of annual reports and disclosure costs. Otherdifferences in variables are growth and investment. The independent firms that went publicinvest more and have a higher growth compared to carve-outs.
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Table 6 – source: Pagano, Panetta and Zingales , (1998) Why do companies go public - an empirical analysis. The Journal ofFinance Vol LIII, NO 1
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Table 6 part 2– source: Pagano, Panetta and Zingales , (1998) Why do companies go public - an empirical analysis. TheJournal of Finance Vol LIII, NO 1
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5.4.8 Ex-post consequences

The second method used by Pagano et al. to find which determinants are important is bytaking a look at the ex-post performance of firms. The results can be found in table 6.
The first effect which we notice is the decreasing profitability (ROA). This effect is especiallybig for carve-outs. The authors give a possible explanations for this effect: adverse selectioncould explain this if you argue that firms go public when profitability is about to drop orthat firm will use “window dressing” to make their firm look better than it actually is whenit is about to go public.
In table 6 we see that investments (CAPEX) drops after an IPO for independent firms(significant after 2 years), this is not the case for carve-outs where we see that investmentsrise after an IPO. A drop in investments after an IPO is a surprise if we look at theoreticalliterature where going public to be able to finance growth (investments) is an often usedmotivation. The declining CAPEX makes the windows of opportunity theory more suitableas explanation for the positive significant MTB variable which was found as an ex-antedeterminant instead of the theory that firms go public to finance growth. There’s also a bigdifference for the leverage determinant. Where independent firms deleverage right after theIPO carve-outs only do this in the long run.
As last we will take a look at the cost of credit. Pagano et al. mention that there are twocomplications when we want to test for a lower cost of credit after an IPO. The fist one is theextreme variable character of the bank rates in the period which we use.  To get rid of thisproblem they decide to work with relative interest rates. For each company they comparethe interest rate for firm i at time t with the interest rate of the whole sample at t. Thesecond problem is to decide which interest rate should be used since most firms have loansfrom multiple banks. They decide to use the median rate charged as solution to thisproblem.
The result for the interest rates determinant is significantly different from zero. We findthat the relative cost of credit drops in the first 3 years. However in the years after we don’tfind a significant difference from zero. This effect seems to only exist for independent IPOs.According to the authors there are three possible explanations for this drop. Leverage dropsand that makes a firm safer to loan to after an IPO. Second given reason is that after an IPO
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there’s in general more information available of a firm, this makes it easier and less costly togather creditworthiness information for banks of the firm that wants to loan money. Thislower information cost could cause a lower interest rate for a firm. Third reason is asexplained before the greater bargaining power of firms after an IPO since they have theoption to finance their investments on the security market therefore banks have morecompetition which will result in lower interest rates. The authors say in their article that it’snot really possible to make a distinction between these explanations.
5.4.9 Conclusion

Pagano et al. start their conclusion by mentioning that this empirical research is performedwith Italian firms and that the result could be different for other countries. However theresults should be very similar to other comparable European countries.
The authors mention a couple of findings in their conclusion:Pagano, Panetta and Zingales (1998):
“Our first finding is that the probability of an IPO is positively affected by the stock market

valuation of firms in the same industry. This result is neither surprising nor unique to our

sample. The clustering of IPOs is a well-established regularity both in the United States (Ritter

(1984)) and other countries (Loughran et al. (1994), Ljungqvist (1995)). But our approach

allows us to distinguish whether this positive relationship reflects a higher investment need in

sectors with good growth opportunities (and correspondingly high market-to-book ratio) or

the owners’ attempt to exploit sectoral mispricing. In the Italian case, investment and

profitability decrease after IPOs— making the explanation based on mispricing appear more

appropriate.”

The second finding is that the size of a firm has a significant influence on the probability ofan initial public offering. This is not unexpected at all since a lot of the theories that wepreviously discussed predict a correlation between size and the probability of an IPO.Another conclusion of this article is that firms are able to get a lower short term interestrate and more banks are prepared to give a loan after an IPO.
As last they also discuss the difference between Europe and United States. The results whichthey find are in line with previous findings of other authors.
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Pagano, Panetta and Zingales (1998):
“Our results are again strikingly similar to the evidence for other European countries—and

stand in a related contrast to the United States. We find that companies do not go public to

finance subsequent investment and growth, but rather to rebalance their accounts after a

period of high investment and growth. IPOs also do not appear to finance subsequent

investment and growth in Spain (see Planell (1995)) and in Sweden (see Rydqvist and

Högholm (1995)). In contrast, in the United States newly listed companies feature phenomenal

growth (see Mikkelson et al. (1995)). Again, this difference may reflect the more mature age of

European IPOs: Mikkelson et al. (1997) also find that in the United States older firms are more

likely to use the funds raised to pay down debt than to finance growth.”
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5.5.1 Chemmanur, He and Nandy

Chemmanur, He and Nandy (2008) focus on the relationship between the decision to gopublic and the product market characteristics. Their objective is to close the theoretical andempirical literature gap on this matter. They differentiate 9 hypotheses from the currenttheoretical literature and test them.
Here are the first 4 predictions:
H1: Smaller and younger firms are less likely to go public.

H2: Firms operating in industries characterized by less information asymmetry and more

stock market liquidity are more likely to go public.

H3: Firms operating in industries where it is easier for public investors to evaluate the firm are

more likely to go public.

H4: Firms operating in more capital intensive industries and in those characterized by greater

riskiness of cash flows are more likely to go public.

Some of these hypotheses are already discussed in this thesis. Smaller and younger firmsare less likely to go public because of asymmetric information between investors and themanagement of a firm. We can also apply this on entire industries instead of a single firmwhich means that firms that operate in industries where there’s a lot of informationasymmetry are less likely to go public. A comparable theory is: firms that are operating inindustries where it’s easier for investors to evaluate the value of a firm are more likely to gopublic and for that reason firms in complex industries are less likely to go public.
H4 predicts that firms that are active in relative capital intensive industries or industrieswhere there is a relative high riskiness of cash flows have a higher probability of goingpublic since going public (and therefore being able to get capital from the equity market)will outweigh the disadvantages for this kind of firms more often.
H5: Firms with a greater market share in their product market are more likely to go public.

H6: Firms operating in more concentrated industries are more likely to go public.

H7: Firms operating in industries where the value of confidentiality is greater (e.g., high tech

firms) are less likely to go public.
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Predictions 5,6 and 7 are related with the loss of confidentiality argument.  The authors usethe models of Bhattacharya and Ritter (1983) and Maksimovic and Pichler (2001) whichstate that if a firm has a large market share it’s more likely that it decides to go public so itcan raise capital at a cheaper rate. The reason why going public is especially interesting forthe industry leader(s) according the theory is that the benefits from expanding scale bygoing public are larger (for a given cost of going public) for firms with a large market share.
If there is not much competition (high concentration) in an industry loss of confidentialityhas a smaller influence in the decision to go public. The costs of going will be lower andtherefore it will be more likely that a firm will go public. If a firm is active in an industrywhere the value of confidentiality is very high (in example high-tech industries) it’s lesslikely that a firm goes public. They test this in the sixth and seventh prediction.
H8: Firms with higher total factor productivity (TFP) are more likely to go public.

H9: Firms with higher levels of output growth and higher levels of capital expenditures are

more likely to go public.

For the last two hypotheses the authors use a model of Clementi (2002). In this model firmsoperate in an industry with decreasing returns to scale. Going public is costly and before thefirm goes public there is a borrowing constraint that prevents a firm to reach its optimalscale of production. If there suddenly would be a persistent increase in the firm’s totalfactor productivity the firm will have more possible investments with a positive net presentvalue. The consequence of this improved total factor productivity is that it’s more likely thatthe benefits (being able to expand and invest in new projects) are higher than the costs ofgoing public compared with before the increase of the firm’s total factor productivity. Aresult of the increasing firm’s total factor productivity is that capital expenditures will behigher for firms that go public compared to firms that remain private and firms that gopublic will also have higher growth of output since they will expand their production.
5.5.2 Data

To perform the empirical research the authors mainly use the Longitudinal ResearchDatabase (LRD) which is a large database with private and public manufacturing plantsfrom the United States, they use the data from 1972 till 2000. The LRD database containsinformation e.g. how much employees a firm has, capital expenditures and total value of
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shipments. They also use two other sources (CRSP and I/B/E/S) to complete the neededdata to perform their research. They remove the equity carve-outs from their databasesince they have other motives to go public.
5.5.3 Probit model

Chemmanur, He and Nandy estimate the following probit model to test their predictions:

We will give short definitions and the predicted effects of the variables to be able tounderstand the probit model:
SIZE: size, needed to test for prediction H1Natural logarithm of capital stock of the firm. We expect a positive relation between sizeand the probability of going public.
AGE: age, needed to test for prediction H1Natural logarithm of age of the firm. We expect a positive relation between age and theprobability of going public.
TFP: total factor productivity, needed to test for prediction H8This variable measures the relative productivity of a firm (firm’s productivity compared toother firms in the same industry). We expect a positive relation between total factorproductivity and the probability of going public.
CAPINT: Capital intensity, needed to test for prediction H4Firm’s capital stock over total employment is used as proxy for capital intensity of anindustry. We expect a positive relation between capital intensity and the probability ofgoing public.
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INDRSK, industry risk, needed to test for prediction H4Proxy used for riskiness of cash flow is the industry median of five years coefficient ofvariation of firm sales. We expect a positive relation between industry risk and theprobability of going public.
CAPR: capital expenditure ratio, needed to test for prediction H9Capital expenditure over capital stock is used as proxy for the relative investment intensityof firms. We expect a positive relation between capital expenditure ratio and the probabilityof going public.
SGTH: sales growth, needed to test for prediction H9Average growth in sales of the last three years. We expect a positive relation between salesgrowth and the probability of going public.
MSHR: Market share, needed to test for prediction H5Market share of a firm in their industry. We expect a positive relation between market shareand the probability of going public.
HTEK: high tech firms, needed to test for prediction H7Dummy variable, SIC codes are used to determine the high tech firms. We expect a negativerelation between high tech firms and the probability of going public.
TOV: share turnover, needed to test for prediction H2Mean of the share turnover of firms in the same industry. This is used as the industry’s stockmarket liquidity. We expect a positive relation between share turnover and the probabilityof going public.
LIST: number of public firms listed in CRSP, needed to test for prediction H3If there are a lot of firms of the same industry listed it’s usually easier to evaluate a firmwhich wants to go public. They used the number of public firms listed in CRSP as proxy. Weexpect a positive relation between number of listed firms and the probability of goingpublic.
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HI: industry herfindahl index, needed to test for prediction H6Sum of the square of all firm’s market share (in sales) in the industry. This is used as a proxyfor the concentration in an industry. We expect a positive relation between industryherfindahl index and the probability of going public.
STDEV: industry average standard deviation in analysts’ forecast, FORERR: industry average

analysts’ forecast error and NUMA: industry average number of analysts following. All needed

to test for prediction H2Authors use three different proxies to measure for information asymmetry. A high STDEV,high FORERR or a low NUMA means that there’s a lot of asymmetric information in thatparticular industry. We expect a negative relation between asymmetric information and theprobability of going public.
As last they add SP500 (annual return on the SP500 index) to account for the cyclical IPOpattern over time.
5.5.4 Results of the probit model

The maximum likelihood estimates can be found in table 7, 8 and 9. They use three differentpanels to give an overview of their results. Panel A consists of firm specific productvariables as explanatory variables. In panel B industry specific variables are added. And aslast panel C consists of all the explanatory variables (panel B with asymmetric informationvariables added). The authors use methodology from Petersen (2005) in their regressionframework (using fixed effects and adjust the standard errors for correlations withinclusters).
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Table 7 – source: Chemmanur, He and Nandy (2008) The going public decision and the product market
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Table 8 – source: Chemmanur, He and Nandy (2008) The going public decision and the product market
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Table 9 – source: Chemmanur, He and Nandy (2008) The going public decision and the product market
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Panel A shows that a lot of predictions which the authors made are supported by theresults. SIZE coefficients are all significant at a 1% level and positive. This supports the H1prediction where we expected that smaller firms are less likely to go public. We find similarresults for sales growth and the CAPEX ratio, coefficients are significant at a 1% level andpositive. This is what was expected when we look at the H9 prediction: Firms with a higheroutput growth and higher increase of capital expenditures are more likely to go public.
Total factor productivity variable is also significant at a 1% level and positive. This supportsthe expectation that firms with a relative high TFP are more likely to go public (H8). H5predicts that firms with a big market share in their product market have a higherprobability to go public. The results support this since most regressions show a positivesignificant relationship at a 1% level (and one at a 5% level) for market share.
The only unexpected result that we find is a positive relation between high tech firms andthe probability of going public. This is the opposite of what was expected when we take alook at H7. The authors mention that a possible explanation for this is that they only usemanufacturing firms in their sample and that means that service high tech firms (e.g. ICT)are not included in this empirical research.
If we move on to panel B where industry level variables, industry risk (industry median offirm sales variation), herfindahl index (industry concentration) and turnover (expectedstock market liquidity), are added we see only confirmations of the expectations. In generalthe variables are positive and significant at a 1% or 5% level. We can deduct from theseresults that firms operating in industries where stock market liquidity is relative high (H2),firms operate in an industry that has a relative great riskiness of cash flows (H4) or operatein a concentrated industry (H6) are more likely to go public.
In panel B, regression 5 till 8, they also test the effect of capital intensity (CAPINT) and AGE.They remove SIZE in these regressions because of multicollinearity problems. The authorsfind as expected a positive significant relationship between the probability of an IPO and arelative capital intensity of an industry (H4). Also AGE is positive and significant at a 1%level (in two of the three regressions) and prediction H1 is once again supported. Relativeold firms have a higher probability of going public.
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Information asymmetry variables are added in panel C. The amount of listed firms (LIST)from the same industry, which should make it easier to evaluate a firm if the amount oflisted firms is high, has a positive and significant influence on the probability of an IPO. Thisis consistent with H3.
Most regressions show a negative significant result at a 5% or 10% level for STDEV(industry average standard deviation in analysts’ forecast). This once again confirmsprediction H2 since a low industry average standard deviation in analysts’ forecasts shouldindicate that asymmetric information is a small problem in an industry and thereforeincrease the probability of an IPO. Analysists forecast errors (FORERR) variable is negative(as predicted) but does not show a significant relationship. The amount of analystsfollowing the industry (NUMA) variable is positive and significant after removing size toprevent correlation issues (regression 6), this is consisted with the H2 prediction. Howhigher the amount of analysts that are following an industry how less asymmetricinformation there should be and for that reason increase the probability of an IPO.
The authors also run a Cox proportional hazard model with the same variables and findvery similar results as the probit model.
5.5.5 Dynamic pattern of various firm specific product market characteristics

The second part of the article of Chemmanur, He and Nandy consists of analyzing thedynamic pattern of various firm specific product market characteristics with a regressionframework, 5 years before and 5 years after the IPO. They test if the patterns of the firmsthat went public is different compared with the pattern of all the firms (private and public)in the sample. They take a look at the following firm characteristics: total employment, totalwage, material cost, rental and administration expense, TFP, sales, capital expenditure, salesgrowth and market share.
They find an inverted U-pattern for TFP (relative productivity) around the IPO for firms thatwent public. TFP rises and reaches its peak in the year of the IPO and drops after the IPO.Sales growth has like TFP an inverted U-pattern with its peak in the year of the IPO. There isno significant difference between firms that went public and firms that stayed private whenChemmanur, He and Nandy look at the market share patterns.
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Sales and capital expenditure, of firms that went public increase faster compared to firms inthe same industry from 5 years before the IPO till 5 years after the IPO. For several differentcost factors (total employment, total wage, material cost, rental and administrationexpense) a faster increasing pattern for firms that went public was found compared tosimilar firms that didn’t go public. However this effect can be explained when the growth insize around the IPO of the firms that go public is taken into account.
5.5.6 Conclusion

In the conclusion Chemmanur, He and Nandy (2008) write the following summary aboutthe results of the Probit and Cox proportional hazard model:
“Our findings are as follows. First, firms with larger size, sales growth, total factor productivity

(TFP), market share, capital intensity, and high tech firms are more likely to go public. Second,

firms operating in less competitive and more capital intensive industries, and those in

industries characterized by riskier cash flows, are more likely to go public. Third, firms with

projects that are cheaper for outsiders to evaluate, and operating in industries characterized

by less information asymmetry and greater average liquidity of already listed equity are more

likely to go public. Our results are robust - we present our analysis using both a probit model

and a Cox proportional hazard model and arrive at the same conclusions.”

The authors end their article by summing up the findings of their dynamic pattern analysisof firm performance in the 5 years before and after the initial public offering and give aconclusion regarding these findings:
“Our analysis of the dynamic pattern of firm performance around the IPO indicates that while

TFP and sales growth exhibit an inverted-U shaped pattern (with peak productivity and sales

growth occurring in the year of IPO), sales, capital expenditures, employment, total labor

costs, materials costs, and selling and administrative expenses exhibit a consistently increasing

pattern in the years before and after the IPO. However, the dynamic pattern in various firm

performance variables before and after the IPO (and especially the inverted-U shaped pattern

of productivity changes) that we document around the IPO is inconsistent with the notion that

the operating post-IPO underperformance of firms is generated solely by earnings

management by firms immediately prior to the IPO. In particular, the consistent growth in

firm productivity that we document for five years before the IPO is unlikely to be generated

purely by the manipulation of accounting numbers, since the performance effects of such

manipulation are likely to be confined to the years immediately prior to the IPO, and would
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not persist over so many years (especially given the fact that measures of economic

performance such as TFP, being derived from a variety of different performance measures, are

much harder to manipulate compared to accounting numbers). Instead, the above dynamic

pattern of various variables (and especially the inverted-U shaped pattern of productivity

changes) is broadly consistent with the performance implications of a firm increasing its scale

of operations around the IPO (making use of the external financing raised), and subsequently

facing decreasing returns to scale which leads to the fall in the productivity.”
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6. CONCLUSION
In this thesis I attempted to give a literature overview about why firms go public and whichfactors have an influence on this decision. First we used theoretical literature to finddifferent possible motives for and against going public. As second we took a look atempirical evidence.
The most obvious and most used motive stated in the current literature is that a firm has anextra possibility to finance current and future investments after going public. We saw in thepaper of Rydqvist and Högholm that firm financing is the most used motive in theprospectuses of firms that go public. We also got confirmation of firms going public to beable to finance investments in the article of Chemmanur, He and Nandy.
If a firm does decide to finance investments with equity from the stock market the leveragewill drop. A lower leverage will in example allow firms to obtain better bargaining poweragainst banks. We saw evidence of this in the article of Rydqvist and Högholm where 22% ofthe firms stated that they go public to reduce the debt/equity ratio. In the article of Pagano,Panetta and Zingales we got another confirmation of this theory: Independent firmsdeleverage right away and carve-outs only do this in the long-run.
Other motives found in the literature are that a firm has the ability to reward personnelwith stocks and attract better personnel if it goes public. Results of Rydqvist and Högholmconfirm these theories since almost half of the prospectuses contained the motive that afirm has the ability to use employee stock ownership once it’s listed. The logic of givingemployees stocks or stock options is to give employees more incentive. Rydqvist andHögholm find that 24% of the firms want to attract better personnel by going public.Pagano, Panetta and Zingales also found evidence that companies decide to go public toexploit mispricing on the stock market, firms go public when an industry is overvalued. Thelast motives to go public that were discussed in this thesis are the publicity factor thatcomes into play if a firm goes public and the ability of the owners to cash-in.
We did not only study why firms should go public but also why it shouldn’t go public. Wefound several disadvantages: The possibility of losing control of a firm by the originalowners, too much focus on short-term profit and profit sharing are examples of thosedisadvantages.
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Rules in a country might force a firm to release private information if it wants to go public. Ifthis information is crucial for a firm it could decide to not go public and prevent that theircompetitors will get the information. Chemmanur, He and Nandy find the opposite of thistheory however this is probably caused by the used data (only manufacturing firms)
There are also quantitative costs, fixed costs (in example auditing fees) that are a result ofthe desire to go public that have to be paid by a firm in the process of going public andpossibly even after it’s listed. Another cost is due to adverse selection, asymmetricinformation between investors and the managers of a firm results in underpricing at theinitial public offering. In essence this means that a firm will sell their stocks for less thanthey are actually worth. Chemmanur, He and Nandy show us results where we see theexistence of a relationship between asymmetric information and the probability of an IPO.
As last disadvantage we found a declining incentive for the management after an IPO, whichresults in a lower profitability. Mikkelson, Megan Partch and Shah tested this hypothesisand rejected it. There is a drop of profitability after an IPO but this is not caused by thechange in the ownership structure but by size and age.
If we look at other variables that have an influence on the decision to go public we saw thatsize and age of a firm are definitely an important determinant since a lot of theories statethat the probability of an IPO should be bigger for older and bigger firms. We found proof ofthis in the articles of Pagano, Panetta and Zingales and Chemmanur, He and Nandy. Otherexamples of variables which have a relationship with the probability of an IPO are thecapital intensity of an industry, industry’s stock market liquidity, market share of a firm,concentration in an industry, total factor productivity, growth of sales and capitalexpenditure, for all these variables the probability of an IPO increases if the variable hasrelative high value.
We found several theories that explains our research question however it remains difficultto say something about why firms go public. There’s very little empirical research literaturefor the reason that the needed data is very hard to acquire. And even if we find empiricalresults the question is if we can project the findings of those articles to other countries.  Inmost empirical researches the authors use a database with firms of only 1 country. Theconditions between countries for firms can differ fundamentally. The stock market could be
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completely different as in the country which was used in an empirical research and alter themotives of going public. Also the conditions on the stock markets change over time. We canconclude that there’s still a lot of work that has to be done to completely understand whyfirms go public.
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